
When a new product request comes into your 
system, verifying a vendor’s credentialing status 
often means switching between multiple systems to 
advance the request or follow up with the vendor, 
which takes time and bandwidth.

Supply chain teams can receive hundreds of new 
product requests per year. Although the process of 
verifying the credentialing status on a request or 
value analysis project may only take five minutes, it 
adds up quickly.

Integrating Credentialing Data Into  
Value Analysis Workflows
Streamlining Processes is Crucial to Accelerating Product Decisions  
and Cost-Saving Standardization or Sourcing Initiatives

Value Analysis & Strategic Sourcing 
Workflow with Integrated Vendor 
Credentialing Data

GHX’s integrated solutions accelerate vendor 
credential checks. Check a vendor’s status 
directly from your value analysis software 
when it is connected to your Vendormate 
credentialing account — no more navigating 
between systems!

What else could your team be doing with that time?

5
Minutes per project initiated

450
New project requests every year

37.5
Hours of time wasted annually
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GHX Value Analysis & Strategic Sourcing

GHX Value Analysis & Strategic Sourcing helps 
enhance clinical outcomes and drives cost savings. 
With a robust research database, it has helped 
saved 41,000 FTE (full-time equivalent) workdays 
across its customer base and captured nearly 
17,000 new product requests, providing support 
to 12,000 product decisions. In 2022 alone, GHX 
helped clients cumulatively save $86M. 

GHX Vendormate

GHX Vendormate aligns health system supply 
chains with their credentialing compliance 
standards through a unique vendor credentialing 
and access management solution. In today’s 
changing healthcare landscape, it is more 
important than ever to credential everyone who 
does business with your health system—even 
those who may not do work or visit on-site. 
Vendormate helps create a culture of compliance 
with people, data, processes, and technology that 
help improve safety and reduce business risk. For 
those who do visit your facility, kiosks streamline 
vendor and visitor check-ins while adhering to 
infection control protocols.

 Visit ghx.com/value-analysis-vendormate-integration to  
learn how GHX can help you reduce process friction, accelerate 
product decisions and reclaim time for high-value initiatives.

Reduce Process Friction.

Accelerate Product Decisions.

Reclaim Time for 

High-Value Initiatives.


